Purpose -In this paper, a modified meshless method, as one of the numerical techniques that has recently emerged in the area of computational electromagnetics, is extended to solving time-domain wave equation. The paper aims to discuss these issues. Design/methodology/approach -In space domain, the fields at the collocation points are expanded into a series of new Shepard's functions which have been suggested recently and are treated with a meshless method procedure. For time discretization of the second-order time-derivative, two finite-difference schemes, i.e. backward difference and Newmark-b techniques, are proposed. Findings -Both schemes are implicit and always stable and have unconditional stability with different orders of accuracy and numerical dispersion. The unconditional stability of the proposed methods is analytically proven and numerically verified. Moreover, two numerical examples for electromagnetic field computation are also presented to investigate characteristics of the proposed methods. Originality/value -The paper presents two unconditionally stable schemes for meshless methods in time-domain electromagnetic problems.
Introduction
During the past decade, the application of meshfree or meshless methods to solve partial differential equations (PDEs) has been under a considerable attention in all engineering branches. In contradiction with finite element method (FEM), the meshless method can avoid the construction of tedious and difficult meshes and is very attractive in solving those problems that involve large deformations or problems with iterative adaptive mesh updating requirements. Meshless methods basically consist of the discretization of the problem domain and its boundary by a set of scattered points. Shape function or approximation function for each point is then constructed using its influence domain, which defines the relationship between a point and its neighbor points. The procedure for defining the shape function is still a central issue in meshless methods and it is one of the main differences in many implementations proposed in the literature.
In Belytschko et al. (1996) , the author introduced moving least square (MLS) method as a confident method to approach an approximation function. Babuska and Melenk (1997) proposed meshless and enhanced finite element procedures using hierarchical partition of unity (PU) interpolations. A newcomer meshless method based on natural element approximation has been used in Sukumar et al. (2001) . The point interpolation method (PIM) is a meshfree interpolation technique that was used by Liu and Gu (2005) to construct shape functions using nodes distributed locally to formulate meshless weak-form methods. Two different types of PIM formulations are using the polynomial basis (Liu and Gu, 2001 ) and the radial basis functions (RBF), called radial point interpolation methods (RPIMs) (Wang and Liu, 2002) . In Das and Lowther (2011) and Lima et al. (2012a, b) , some recent developments of using RBFs in electromagnetic problems can be found. In Razmjoo et al. (2010a) a special class of partition of unity method (PUM) is used and its efficiency in electrostatic problems, Cartesian and polar coordinates has been verified. The distinguished advantage of this method is in non-uniform node distribution domain where the shape functions are constructed according to nodes density. Recently, a new method to resolve one of the biggest difficulties in meshless methods, i.e. shape function construction, has been engendered in Razmjoo et al. (2010a Razmjoo et al. ( , b, 2011b Razmjoo et al. ( , 2012 . Based on the data fitting algorithm and PUM, a complete approach for constructing shape functions has been introduced and its performance in electromagnetic and electrostatic problems has been investigated. The proposed approximation functions show that they can reach acceptable accuracy in computational electromagnetics while their use saves a considerable computational time.
However, time domain implementation of the meshfree methods in computational electromagnetics has not still deliberated. Unfortunately, there are only a little literature which have employed space and time discretization schemes to discretize space and time in meshless method in electromagnetic problems. Some important cases: authors in Tanaka and Kunisada (2011) obtain vector potential in 2D time-domain problems. In their work, the problems are discretized using the RPIM for space and Newmark-b method for time. In Razmjoo et al. (2011a) , a new meshless approach is used to discretize space and a forward scheme of the finite-difference approximation is employed to expand time to solve wave equation. Chen et al. (2009) focused on space expansion by the method of weighted residuals (MWR) and time expansion by the finite-difference approximation of differential operators . In Lai et al. (2008) , a time domain meshless (RPIM) method (TDMM) is adopted for a 1D Maxwell's equations. In this paper, the authors employ a leap-frog scheme to discretize the problem in time and RPIM to discretize in space domains. In Yu and Chen (2009) , 3D Maxwell's equations are solved in the same manner. In Yu and Chen (2010) , Chen et al. (2011) and Mirzavand et al. (2012) two unconditionally stable meshless methods have been proposed with the implementation of the leapfrog alternating-direction-implicit (ADI) scheme and using weighted Laguerre polynomials in the 3D radial point interpolation meshless methods to solve the Maxwell equations. Moreover, in computational time-domain electromagnetics, we can point out to other meshless approaches such as smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) for electromagnetics (Ala et al., 2006; Krohne et al., 2008) , the radial-point interpolation time-domain method in Kaufmann et al. (2008) , the MLS reproducing kernel method (Viana and Mesquita, 1999) and the local Petrov-Galerkin (MLPG) approach (Soares, 2009 ). COMPEL 33,1/2 As it was mentioned, different TDMMs in computational electromagnetics have been developed, recently (Tanaka and Kunisada, 2011; Razmjoo et al., 2011a; Herault and Marechal, 1999; Fonseca et al., 2008; Sukumar et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2009 Chen et al., , 2011 Lai et al., 2008; Chen, 2009, 2010; Kaufmann et al., 2010) . These schemes, like finite-element time-domain methods (Lee et al., 1997) , fall into two categories. One approach, which can be called second-order wave equation TDMM, is based on the discretization of the second-order vector wave equation, obtained by eliminating one of the field variables from Maxwell's equations. In this case, either the electric or the magnetic field is the only unknown (Tanaka and Kunisada, 2011; Razmjoo et al., 2011a) . Another approach which covers most of TDMMs is to construct meshless method for Maxwell's equations based on the discretization of two coupled first-order Maxwell curl equations. In this case, the electric field and the magnetic field are the simultaneous unknowns of the problem (Chen et al., , 2011 Lai et al., 2008; Chen, 2009, 2010; Kaufmann et al., 2010) .
In Razmjoo et al. (2011a) , an improved TDMM applied to the wave equation for analyzing transient electromagnetic fields was proposed and discussed. For this purpose, a recently proposed direct meshless method (Razmjoo et al., 2011b) , which is based on a new shape function, was adopted to discretize the space and a forward difference method for time discretization was used. In this paper, we focus on the time discretization of the wave equation. Two other finite difference schemes with different orders of accuracy and dispersion are used to discretize the time-derivative of the second-order wave equation. Employing these two schemes, i.e. Newmark-b and backward difference methods for time discretization, are expected to yield unconditional stability, irrespective of time increment. The stability analysis of both schemes will be provided for meshless methods and various characteristics of them will be investigated.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Formulations of the proposed unconditionally stable direct meshless methods are first described. Then, numerical examples are presented to verify the effectiveness and efficiency of proposed method. Finally, the conclusions are made on the end.
Direct shape function
It is well-known that one of the biggest challenges in meshless methods is the shape function construction. Most of the conventional meshless methods need to compute the inversion of a matrix, which is usually an expensive process, to obtain the shape functions (Liu and Gu, 2005) . In proposed procedure which has been introduced in Razmjoo et al. (2010a Razmjoo et al. ( , b, 2011b , there is no need to do that; therefore, shape functions can be constructed faster. As mentioned, according to the data-fitting algorithm and PUM, a complete approach for constructing shape function of the meshless methods has been proposed, recently (Razmjoo et al., 2010a (Razmjoo et al., , 2011b . A new weighting function is suggested so that shape function derivatives can be obtained easily in analytical forms (not numerical). Since, there is no mesh information, the essential boundary conditions can be imposed without any difficulty; also, interface conditions, as a result of physical discontinuities, would be imposed in a new and efficient manner.
In comparison with the most traditional schemes of meshless methods, it is simpler and faster in programming. However, its accuracy can be at the same level. This shape Improved meshless methods function would be used in this paper and for more details we refer readers to Razmjoo et al. (2011b) .
Typically in a data fitting process, a fitting algorithm produces a function F which is of the form FðxÞ ¼ P i f i N i ðxÞ where the values f i s are known data (e.g. function values, derivatives, etc.). Functions N i s are usually called shape functions. One class of fitting algorithms is based on the so-called "inverse distance weighted methods" whose ancestor is Shepard's (1968) method. In the basic Shepard method, scattered data (x i , f i ) is interpolated by a function as:
where the weights, i.e. w i (x)s, are typically chosen as decaying functions of the distance x from point x i . The basic shape functions are thus as:
and the global approximation of F takes the form:
Recently, we have proposed a new shape function with continuity and PU properties (Razmjoo et al., 2011b) , which are essential provisions of any shape function, directly. This function is as follows (for 1D):
In other words, the weights of the Shepard method in the proposed approach is as:
a is an independent positive coefficient which can change the overhang width of the shape function and its optimal setting increases the accuracy of the method. The proposed shape function in 2D and 3D can be achieved, similarly. Unlike PUM, there is no need to use more than one unknown per each node to achieve acceptable accuracy. Another advantage of the proposed shape function, unlike the shape function introduced in Razmjoo et al. (2010a) , is that its derivatives can be obtained in analytical forms, simply, as have been given in Razmjoo et al. (2011a, b) . Since some of the shape functions used in the conventional meshless methods do not satisfy the Kronecker delta property (Belytschko et al., 1996) , the imposition of essential boundary conditions is another problem in these methods. A mixed formulation has been presented in Fonseca et al. (2010) which combines Shepard's shape functions for inner nodes to reduce the computational time and RPIM shape functions for boundary nodes to impose the essential boundary conditions. But, it is interesting to note that for the suggested direct shape function, smaller the overhang radius of the shape function using correct set of a, closer to zero the value of the shape COMPEL 33,1/2 function in the other nodes. So, the boundary conditions will be enforced accurately without any problem (Herault and Marechal, 1999; Fonseca et al., 2008) .
Here, a 2D example is given to demonstrate the properties of the proposed shape function and its derivatives created using 25 nodes in a rectangular domain. Figure 1 (a)-(d) shows the proposed shape function and its derivatives related to one of the middle nodes on an uniform (5 £ 5) node distribution. Also, Figure 2 shows the shape functions of other two conventional meshless methods, that is, MLS approximation and thin plate spline radial point interpolation method (TPS-RPIM) (Sukumar et al., 2001) . As seen in Figures 1(a) and 2, the general form of the proposed shape function is similar to some of the other shape functions obtained by conventional meshless methods; except that the function can be obtained, directly, with a very low computational cost.
Simplicity of the proposed function leads to fast obtaining of all shape functions and decrease the simulation time of the meshless method based on the direct shape function. The time consumption for the shape function construction is shown in Figure 3 for two methods, the proposed method and RPIM approach. As seen, when the number of nodes, i.e. M( ¼ N 2 ) increases, the RPIM method processing time increases, extremely. This is due to the computation of a (M £ M) matrix inversion for its shape functions construction. But, in the introduced method when the shape functions are constructed directly, there is no need to compute this matrix inversion. So, in the RPIM method, by increasing the number of nodes when the dimension of the resulted matrix is enlarged, the load of calculations would increase, extremely. Time-dependent electromagnetic fields radiated by an electric current density J are defined in a finite volume V bounded by surface ›V. The electric field must satisfy the time-dependent inhomogeneous wave equation, i.e.:
subject to the following boundary condition on ›Vð¼ ›V e þ ›V h Þ:
where c 0 is the speed of light in free space, 1 r and m r are the relative permittivity and permeability, respectively, andn represents the outward unit vector normal to dV. The problem is simplified by defining ›V to be a perfect electric conductor (PEC) surface on ›V e or perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) surface on ›V h . Equation (6) can be simplified in three scalar equations like following scalar wave equation for TM z wave in a homogenous medium as follows (for 2D):
Moreover, for other electric field components, the following scalar wave equations for 2D problems are considered: 
To use the variational approach to formulate the meshless method, we first need to establish the required variational principle. For the problem above, it can be shown that its solution, for example for E z , can be obtained by solving the equivalent variational problem defined by ( Jin, 1993) :
where:
It means that by minimizing equation (13) and enforcing essential boundary condition, E z can be obtained.
Space-domain discretization
Let us expand electric field components with the shape function introduced in Razmjoo et al. (2011b) , for instance for E z , as:
where N i s are the proposed shape functions, e zi (t) are the unknown coefficients which must be obtained and M is the number of nodes. Substituting equation (14) into equation (13) and taking the derivative of F with respect to e zi , leads to the following second-order ordinary differential matrix form equation:
where [K ] and [K 1 ] are time-independent matrices, {f} is excitation vector, and:
Improved meshless methods
4. Time discretization and stability analysis Here, two unconditionally stable meshless methods with implementation of the Newmark-b and backward difference schemes for time discretization in solving wave equation by meshless method are proposed.
The Newmark-b method
Based on the Newmark-b formulation for time discretization (Newmark, 1959; Zienkiewicz, 1977) , equation (15) is approximated as:
where, {e z } n is the discrete-time representation of {e z }, namely, {e z } n ¼ ðnDtÞ{e z } and b is a constant. This leads to an implicit update scheme as:
and:
Stability analysis of equation (19) can be performed as follows. Equation (20) is expressed in reduced notation as the second-order difference equation:
where it is assumed f ¼ 0. This can be rewritten as the following first-order equation:
Stability 
where s is the medium conductivity that for simplicity has not been considered in the wave equation. Stability requires that jjj , 1, which is true if jl 2 j , 1, and jl 1 j , (1 þ l 2 )/2. From above equation, it is seen that jl 2 j , 1 for all b. Finally, stability requires jl 1 j , (1 þ l 2 )/2, which is true for all k $ 0 if b . 1/4. Since k max is finite, then stability can be defined in the weak sense. Thus, choosing:
leads to unconditional stability of the second-order update expression (19). It is interesting to note that the Newmark method is of second-order accuracy in time discretization and moreover, as stated, there is no limit on the size of Dt for accuracy requirement.
Backward difference method
If we apply the backward difference scheme to discretize the second time derivative of equation (15) at time step (n þ 1), we obtain the backward difference representation of this equation as ( Jin, 1993) :
This scheme has first order of accuracy for time step. The stability analysis method employed here is based on the theory of discrete system analysis (Ziemer et al., 1989; Jiao and Jin, 2002) . Performing the Z transform to equation (31), we obtain:
or: 
which is termed a characteristic equation here, since it carries the characteristic information of the stability criterion. The upper bound of l, denoted as l max , indicates a relation between the maximum time step and the spatial discretization, which has to be satisfied to ensure stability. If l max can reach the infinity, the scheme is unconditionally stable; because the time step is independent of spatial discretization and can be chosen arbitrarily; otherwise, the scheme is conditionally stable (Ziemer et al., 1989) . To determine l max , we can trace the roots of the characteristic equation in the complex plane. With l increasing to infinity, the roots of the characteristic equation change correspondingly. These roots are nothing but the poles of the linear system which can be seen clearly from equation (33). Hence, when the roots leave the unit circle in the complex plane (Ziemer et al., 1989) , the instability occurs. The value of l at this point yields the upper bound l max . To ensure stability, all eigenvalues of the matrix system should be smaller than l max , which indicates that the maximum eigenvalue ðDtÞ 2 =c 2 0 À Á rð½K 21 ½K 1 Þ should be smaller than l max . The roots of equation (34) can be easily found as:
whose magnitude is 1= ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 1 þ l p . These roots never go beyond the unit circle in the complex plane because the eigenvalue is always non-negative. Hence, the stability of the backward difference scheme is unconditionally guaranteed.
It is important to note that although both Newmark-b and backward difference schemes are unconditionally stable, they have different order of accuracy in time discretization and numerical dispersion which will be investigated in next section.
Numerical results
To demonstrate the validity of the proposed implementations of TDMM, at first, a 2D cavity with circular profile is chosen. The resonator corresponds to a cylindrical structure with infinite extension in its axial direction. The physical structure of the cylindrical cavity with radius 1 cm is shown in Figure 4 . The vacuum cavity is enclosed by perfectly electric conducting wall. For comparative purposes, this cavity is simulated and the resonant frequency of its dominant mode, i.e. TM 01 , is obtained by the meshless method with both implementations of time discretization methods, i.e. backward and Newmark-b schemes. These two schemes are used in the meshless methods based on the proposed direct shape function and conventional RPIM method. A set of nodes, where the axial component of electric (E) field is stored, is distributed non-uniformly in the cavity volume. A sinusoidally modulated Gaussian pulse is used in this simulation as electric current source for problem excitation given by:
where A ¼ 10, f c ¼ 11 GHz, t ¼ 1/f c and t 0 ¼ 4t. This source is applied to a middle node of the cavity. Figure 5 shows this time function of the modulated Gaussian pulse excitation of the circular resonator. This example is a well-known problem with analytical solutions. Here, the TM case is considered with the electric field perpendicular to z-direction. By applying an analytical method for the structure analysis, the resonance frequencies of this problem can be obtained as:
where r mn is the mth root of Bessel's function of the first kind, i.e. J n , r is the radius of the cavity and c is the light velocity. According to equation (37), exact resonant frequency of this structure for dominant mode of TM case is equal to 11.48 GHz. 
Improved meshless methods
To solve 2D scalar wave equation in the cavity and obtain resonant frequency, for domain discretization, we use about 200 distinguished nodes (about ten nodes in the r-direction and 20 nodes in the f-direction) which are chosen in a radial strategy shown in Figure 4 . a ¼ 2/d c is employed for the direct shape function where d c is the nodal spacing in each area (Razmjoo et al., 2011b) . Some of time discretization schemes which have been used in meshless method, are conditionally stable . In these approaches, the stability criterion for the meshless method is approximately ):
where d min is the shortest nodal spacing between any two nodes in the computation domain and c is the light velocity. Although such a condition guarantees the numerical stability, if the time step is very small, but it leads to a long time simulation that can make the meshless method impractical to use. As mentioned, two unconditionally stable methods for time discretization of meshless method were proposed. The first one was backward difference method which has an unconditional stability regardless of Dt. It means that the time steps can be chosen greater than criterion (38) to decrease the computational time. The time variation of the electric field recorded at an observation point, located at the center of the cavity, has been plotted in Figure 6 (a), whereas its Fourier transform can be used to calculate resonant frequency of the cavity. In this simulation, D t ¼ 2.09 £ 10 2 12 s is used which is two times longer than Dt max calculated by equation (38) . As this figure shows, the method is stable and the obtained resonant frequency, based on Figure 7 (a), has acceptable accuracy. However, as seen in Figure 6 (a), by choosing a great Dt, non-physical dispersion in the attenuation of the response amplitude, which is also evident in Razmjoo et al. (2011a) , appear in simulation result. This matter is due to this fact that the phase velocity of numerical wave modes can differ from c by an amount varying with the wavelength. This numerical dispersion is a factor in the time domain modeling that must be accounted for to understand its operation and its accuracy limits, especially for electrically large structures (Taflov and Hagness, 2000) . Because of the use of a finite difference scheme for time descritization, numerical dispersion appears. An intuitive way to view this phenomenon is that the FDTD algorithm embeds the electromagnetic wave interaction structure of interest in a tenuous "numerical aether" having properties very close to vacuum, but not quite. This "aether" causes the propagation of numerical waves to accumulate delay or phase errors that can lead to non-physical results such as broadening and ringing of pulsed waveforms, imprecise cancellation of multiple scattered waves, anisotropy, and pseudo-refraction. Unfortunately, unlike some numerical methods such as FDTD, there is no way for meshless method to derive a relation for numerical dispersion, analytically. But it can be claimed, when the time step is smaller, numerical dispersion will decrease, reasonably. Moreover, the numerical result for the proposed direct meshless method based on the Newmark-b scheme with b ¼ 0.5 for the same time step, has been shown in Figure 6 (b). This figure shows that by choosing the Dt greater than criterion (38), the Newmark-b method is also stable with lower dispersion error in comparison with the backward method. The Fourier transform of the time variant signals shown in Figure 6 (a) and (b) are illustrated in Figure 7 (a) and (b), respectively. As seen in these figures, resonant frequency is obtained accurately in both approaches. With the difference that the numerical dispersion causes the electric field obtained by backward COMPEL 33,1/2 scheme to vanish. To have a quantitative comparison between the proposed meshless method based on the direct shape function and a conventional meshless method, i.e. RPIM, using backward and Newmark-b time discritization schemes, the simulation results are given for the resonant frequency of the dominant mode of the cavity in Table I . As seen, the relative errors of the proposed unconditionally stable methods increase with the time step, while this increment is more for the backward method in contrast with the Newmark-b scheme. These errors are completely due to the modeling accuracy of the numerical algorithm such as the numerical dispersion. The reduction in the number of iterations and computational time occur by trading off techniques. Moreover, by increasing the time step, the proposed time discretization schemes applied to the proposed and RPIM meshless methods continue to produce stable results. It is important to note that, although, the RPIM results are little better than the proposed meshless method, but by more correct selection of the shape parameter, i.e. a (Razmjoo et al., 2011b) , the proposed meshless method can achieve the same level of accuracy, whereas the method can save a large part of the computational time.
To have a more difficult test on the proposed methods, a problem with complicated changes in its fields is investigated. It is related to a 2D rectangular cavity which is filled asymmetrically by a dielectric as shown in Figure 8 . The dimensions of the cavity are 1.0 cm £ 1.0 cm. This cavity is simulated and its dominant mode resonant frequency is obtained by the proposed meshless method with Newmark-b scheme for time discretization. For comparative purposes, a similar cavity, but 3D with the same cross-section, is simulated by the CST Microwave Studio software as an accurate tool. It is well-known that because the field related to the dominant mode has no dependency on the third dimension, the dominant resonant frequency obtained by 3D simulation, can be achieved by similar 2D one. So, it can be an appropriate analogy to tell us about realistic accuracy of the proposed method.
CST Microwave Studio is a very powerful software in the electromagnetic computations. However, it employs "finite volume method", which is a different method from meshless methods, we can assure about its results accuracy and its results can be used for comparison purposes. In this comparison, only the accuracy of the proposed method has been tested. First, the dominant resonant frequency of the cavity will be obtained by the CST (eigenvalue solver) and then, it is compared with the obtained resonant frequency by proposed time domain method. Note that the eigenvalue solver does not use time descritization and so the dispersion error is not included. The computation domain was carried out using a uniform (10 £ 10) node distribution. To construct direct shape functions, a x ¼ 2:5=d x and a y ¼ 2:5=d y are chosen where d x and d y are nodal spacing in x-and y-directions, respectively, (Razmjoo et al., 2011b) . Since, the structure resonant frequency is unknown in this case, a pulse excitation is used on a middle point of the domain. This excitation has a wide spectrum, so the true resonant frequency would be excited. On the cavity surfaces, which are assumed to be perfectly electric conducting walls, since the tangential components of the electric field is zero, a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition is imposed. Figure 9 shows the obtained resonant frequency by both methods for different values of 1 r · Dt ¼ 4Dt max is used here. As is expected, by increasing the dielectric constant, 1 r , the resonant frequency will be decreased. By setting 1 r ¼ 1 it makes a simple cavity which TM 11 is its dominant mode. Figure 10 (a) and (b) shows the time history for E y for the different nodes on the cavity plane, as obtained using the proposed method. The propagation of the electromagnetic fields related to the dominant mode is confirmed in these figures.
Conclusions
Two modified unconditionally stable meshless methods based on a new shape function in time domain for electromagnetic problems have been evaluated. The wave equation is discretized using a direct shape function for space domain. A method with acceptable accuracy along with low computation cost can be achieved using this shape function. For time discretization, the backward difference and Newmark-b schemes are employed to simulate time domain problems by the weak-form meshless formulation. The stability analysis of both schemes has also been provided that shows the unconditional stability of such schemes. Although both schemes leads to unconditionally stable direct meshless methods, but numerical results show that the Newmark-b scheme provides more accuracy and less numerical dispersion error. 
